Texture feature extraction operators, which comprise lin ear filtering. eventually followed by post-processing, are considered. The filters used are Laws' masks. filters de rived from well-known discrete transforms. and Gabor fil ters. The post-processing step comprises non-linear point operations and/or local statistics computation. The pelfor mance is measured by means of the Mahalanobis distance between clusters of feature vectors derived from diff erent textures. The results show that post-processing improve considerably the performance of filter based texture oper ators.
Introduction
A number of texture feature extraction operators have been proposed in the literature which are similar in that they comprise two processing steps: (i) linear filtering followed by (ii) post-processing (Fig. 1) . The post-processing step typically involves a non-linear point operation followed by the computation of some local statistics.
Laws proposed a specific type of linear filtering followed by smoothing based on local averaging applied to the ab solute values of the fi lter output [5] . Unser used for fi lter ing various well-known transforms like discrete sine (DST), discrete cosine (DCT), discrete even sine (DEST), discrete real even Fourier (DREFT) and discrete real odd Fourier (DROFT) transforms, and for post-processing the computa tion of channel variances [9] . In [2, 6] , a Gabor fi lter bank followed by thresholding was used. For further references on texture operators, which comprise fi ltering followed by post-processing, see [8] . Previous studies in this direction typically focus on the joint performance of the linear fi ltering, the post -processing and a subsequent classifi cation or segmentation stage (for references see [4, 8] ). In a very thorough recent work, Ran den and HUS0Y [8] bring systematics into the matter by fi x ing the type of post-processing and comparing the effect of different linear fi ltering schemes. Similar to previous stud ies they evaluate the performance of texture operators on the basis of the classification and segmentation results that are obtained when the feature vectors are fed into a given clas sifi er. Such an evaluation has the drawback that it does not measure the performance of the texture operator only, but the joint performance of the texture operator and a subse quent classifi er [4] . Moreover these studies do not evaluate the contribution of each individual processing step to the overall performance of the texture feature operator. In [2, 6] , filter banks based on Gabor function kernels were used. In our experiments we used two sets of Gabor filters: one employing symmetric Gabor function kernels
Filter banks
(1) and the other employing antisymmetric Gabor function kernels (2). In both cases, we used 24 Gabor filters tuned to three preferred spatial frequencies (f = 2-ky'2, k = 0,1, and 2) and eight preferred orientations (e = m � , m = ° . . . 7). For all Gabor fi lters the product of the preferred spatial frequency f and the standard deviation (7 of the Gaussian factor was kept constant (f(7 = 2) which means that the filters have a constant spatial frequency bandwidth.
More details about these types of Gabor filter banks can be found in [4, 7] .
Besides these Gabor filters, the filter banks used in our experiments also comprise a Gaussian fi lter (3) for DC com ponent computation.
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This combination of Gabor and Gaussian fi lters results in banks of 25 filters with a coverage of the spatial frequency domain similar to that of Laws' and Unser's fi lter banks.
Post-processing
We applied several types of post-processing to the out put of the filter banks described in Section 2. Below, we present the results obtained with texture oper ators having one of the following structures: linear filtering step only (see the first column in Table 1 ), linear fi ltering followed by one-step post processing (see the second and third columns in Table 1 and the first columns in Tables 2,   3 , and 4), and linear fi ltering followed by two-step post processing (see the second and third columns in Tables 2,   3 , and 4).
In all tables, X and 1.1 designate thresholding and modu lus computation, respectively. 
Comparison
The feature vectors computed in different points of a tex ture image using a given operator are not identical; they rather form a cluster in the multi-dimensional feature space.
It is desirable that feature clusters, which correspond to dif ferent textures, be separable. The larger this separability the better the operator used for texture feature computation. As a measure of cluster separability we use the Mahalanobis distance [3, 4] .
We evaluated the performance of the various operators presented in the previous sections by looking at the pair wise separability of the clusters of feature vectors obtained from nine test images, each containing a single oriented tex ture (Fig. 2) . Table 4 . Average Mahalanobis distances for features obtained by computing the local standard dev. of the output of: (i) linear filters (first column) and (ii) linear filters followed by an NLPO (second and third columns).
were taken at random positions from each texture image. 
Conclusions
From Tables I, 2 Table 4 with the second and third columns of the same table).
Computing the standard deviation gives better results than computing the variance (compare Tables 3 and 4) .
In both cases, the use of an intermediate NLPO degrades
the results (compare first columns with the second and the third columns in Tables 3 and 4) .
On average, taking the modulus as a point operation and computing the local mean gives the best results (see last column of Table 2 ). Gabor fi lters by their orientation selectivity.
